
The mission statement of the Church of St. Matthew on the west side of St. Paul is “A visible
expression of God’s love.” Five days a week the church fulfills that commitment by hosting the
Loaves and Fishes program. The Saint Rose community has been lending a helping hand by
providing volunteers and food one day a month since the ministry began in the early 1980s.

“This has been very rewarding work because you know you are helping people that really need the
help,” says Mary Wisdorf, who along with her late husband Jerry has been there since the beginning.
“Our guests are so wonderful and gracious.”
 
Bob Luken was also a volunteer at the start; today his wife Ruth is a team leader (as is Mary). “This
ministry has really opened my eyes to the fact that so many people go hungry,” says Ruth. “It really
touches my heart to know that we are doing something good to help others that are in need.” 
 
Steve Greenwood has been leading the Saint Rose team for about five years and clearly knows the
value of this ministry to the west side community. “I did not realize there were so many people in
need,” he says. “That’s why it’s such a blessing to be part of this ministry.”
 
“I really appreciate Saint Rose’s commitment to this  program and having the budget to feed 100 to
125 people each month,” says Claudia Stepnick, a member of the parish team for 10 years. “It takes
so little from me, and multiplies that effort into helping so many.”
 
Saint Rose purchases the food and provides the work force for the third Thursday of each month.
Steve buys the food (the menu is always the same) from the Restaurant Depot, a local food service
supplier, early in the afternoon, transports it to the site, carries it into the kitchen and begins
preparation before the volunteers arrive at 4:30 pm. 
 
Most of the team members are meal servers, client   helpers, beverage servers and dishwashers (during
the COVID-19 pandemic the program has changed; there is no interaction with guests and meals are
served in take-away containers). After cleaning the kitchen the crew departs around 6:30 pm.
 
Each of the two Saint Rose teams (about 10 people each; some are on both teams) work every other
month (total commitment: two hours six times a year). Right now the parish has an urgent need for
more volunteers. 
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“In the more than two decades I have been involved in this ministry the volunteers have usually been
the same people month after month,” says Ruth. “Almost all of the older folks have health issues.”
Adds Mary: “We definitely need more people involved in this very rewarding ministry, especially
younger ones who can handle some of the more difficult tasks.” 
 
Just like any opportunity to serve at Saint Rose, it’s easy to become a part of the team, says Claudia.
“There are always people to lend support as you learn. We encourage you—and need you—to
experience this special opportunity to serve the community.”
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